The Senate
Constitution and Membership

Constitution

Ex Officio:

President (Chairman) Prof KUO Way
Deputy President Prof WAGNER Christian
Provost

Vice-Presidents

Prof CHAN Hon Fu Raymond, VP(SA)
Prof LEE Kwk On Matthew, VP(DE)
Mr LEE Sunny Wai Kwong, VP(AD)
Prof YANG Mengsu, VP(RT)

Associate Provost(s)

Prof LI Juan Julie, Associate Provost (AA)
Prof LI Wen Jung, Associate Provost (RP)

Chief Information Officer

Prof ZUKERMAN Moshe, Acting Chief Information Officer

Dean of Graduate Studies

Prof LIEW Kim Meow

Deans of Colleges/Schools, and such office holders in an equivalent body of the University as determined by the Council on the recommendation of the Senate

CB Prof KIM Jeong Bon, Acting Dean
CENG Prof KUO Tei-Wei
CLASS Prof WALKER Richard M
CSCI Prof LEE Chun Sing
JCC Prof OSTERRIEDER Nikolaus
SCM Prof ALLEN Richard William, Acting Dean
SDSC Prof QIN S Joe
SEE Prof CHAN Chak Keung
SLW Prof TAN Cheng Han

Heads of academic departments or such office holders in an equivalent body of the University as determined by the Senate

AC Prof CHEN Yangyang, Acting Head
ACE Prof NG Shiu Tong Thomas
ADSE Prof DANG Chuangyin, Acting Head
AIS Prof THOMPSON Mark Richard
BIOS Prof MCKEAGUE Ian Wray
BME Prof SUN Dong
BMS Prof HUANG Yu
BST Prof LIN John Z
CAH Prof CHING May Bo
CHEM Prof LEUNG Mei Yee Kenneth, Acting Head
COM Prof LIU Yu-li
CS Prof JIA Xiaohua
EE Prof PANG Stella W
EF Prof WANG Junbo, Acting Head
EN Prof PECORARI Diane
IS Prof SIAU Keng Leng
LT Prof KIT Chun Yu, Acting Head
MA Prof LU Ya Yan
MGT Prof LU Jane
MKT Prof LI Yanzhi David
MNE Prof PAN Chin
MS Prof WAN Tze-Kin Alan
MSE Prof ZHANG Wenjun, Acting Head
NS Prof HE Jufang, Acting Head
PH Prof OSTERRIEDER Nikolaus, Acting Head
PHY Prof WANG Xun-Li
POL Prof HO Tat Kei Alfred
SS Prof HO Samuel M Y
VCS Prof BEATTY Julia Anne

All Chair Professors who are not otherwise members

ACE Prof LI Quisheng
ACE Prof YUEN Kwok Kit Richard
ADSE Prof XIE Min
BME Prof FENG Gang Gary
BME Prof ZHANG Yuanting
BMS Prof CHENG Shuk Han
CAH Prof ZHANG Longxi
CENG Prof LIU Chain Tsuan
CHEM Prof LAU T C
CHEM Prof ZHANG Hua
COM Prof HUANG Yi-hui
COM Prof ZHU Jian Hua Jonathan
CS Prof IP Ho Shing Horace
CS Prof KWONG Tak Wu Sam
CS Prof WANG Jun
CS Prof ZHANG Qingfu
CSCI Prof CIARLET Philippe G
EE Prof CHAN Chi Hou
EE Prof CHEN Guanrong
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Ex Officio: (cont’d)

EE Prof CHEN Jie
EE Prof CHIANG Kin Seng
EE Prof CHUNG Shu Hung Henry
EE Prof LEUNG Kwok Wa
EE Prof LI Ping
EE Prof LUK Kwai Man
EE Prof PUN Yue Bun Edwin
EE Prof TSAI Din-ping
EE Prof TSE Chi Kong
EE Prof YAN Hong
EF Prof BERGIN James
EF Prof MA Yue
IS Prof LIM Kai Hin
MA Prof CUCKER Felipe
MA Prof HO Wing Cheong Daniel
MA Prof YANG Tong
MKT Prof SU Chenting
MNE Prof HIBIKI Takashi
MNE Prof KAI Ji-jung
MNE Prof LU Jian
MNE Prof WANG Zuankai
MS Prof CHEN Youhua Frank
MS Prof GUO Pengfei
MS Prof YAN Houmin
MSE Prof CHEN Fu-Rong
MSE Prof CHI Yun
MSE Prof HUANG Chih-Ching
MSE Prof JEN Alex
MSE Prof ROGACH Andrey
MSE Prof TU King Ning
MSE Prof ZHU Yunfian
NS Prof Sir BLAKEMORE Colin
NS Prof LI Ying
PH Prof PFEIFFER Dirk Udo
PHY Prof BAO Wei
PHY Prof CHU Paul Kim Ho
PHY Prof OU Jeff
PHY Prof REN Yang
PHY Prof ZHANG Ruijin
SDSC Prof BENSOUSSAN Alain
SDSC Prof ZHOU Dingxuan
SEE Prof WANG Wenxiong
SS Prof ZANG Xiaowei
VCS Prof BARRS Vanessa Rosemary Duke

The Librarian
Director of School of Continuing and Professional Education

Elected members:
One member of the full-time academic staff of each academic department or equivalent body of the University as determined by the Senate, elected by and from among their number in that department or equivalent body, as appropriate

Dr TO Teresa
Dr LEUNG Wai Keung John

01.09.2020 – 31.08.2022
AC Dr WONG Man Kong Raymond
ACIS Prof LYNNCH Daniel Christopher
BME Prof SHI Peng
CAH Dr CHAN Hok Yin
COM Dr SHEN Fei
CS Dr CHAN Wing Kwong
IS Prof YUE Wei Thoo
MGT Dr CHAN Andrew
NS Dr MA Chi Him Eddie
PH Prof SPARAGANO Olivier Andre (w.e.f. 23 October 2020)
PHY Prof CHU Sai Tak
POL Dr CHENG Edmund
VCS Dr PARKES Rebecca Sarah Victoria (w.e.f. 23 October 2020)

01.09.2021 – 31.08.2023
ACE Dr LAU Dennid
ADSE Dr GAO Siyant
BIOS vacant
BMS Dr DENG Xin (w.e.f. 19 November 2021)
BST Dr FONG Kwong Fai Square
CHEM Dr WONG Chun Yuen Alex
EE Prof DAI Lin
EF Prof LI Tao
EN Dr MATHER Jeffrey Lang
LT Prof LIU Meichun
MA Prof LUO Tao
MKT Dr ZHAO Huazhong
MNE Prof YANG Yong
MS Dr SHOU Biying
MSE Prof WANG Feng
SS Dr LI Kin Kit
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One member of the full-time academic staff of each school as defined by the Council on the recommendation of the Senate to be equivalent to a faculty, elected by and from among their number in that school.

One member of the full-time staff elected by and from among Instructors II/Instructors I/Tutors/Senior Tutors/Teaching Fellows/Senior Teaching Fellows

Student members:
Two students nominated by the Students’ Union

One postgraduate student nominated by the CityU Postgraduate Association

Officers in attendance:
Chief-of-Staff
Dean of Students
Director of Admissions Office
Director of Computing Services
Director of Talent and Education Development Office
Director of Finance
Director of Human Resources
Director of Research Grants and Contracts Office
Director of Student Development Services
Head of Chan Feng Men-ling Chan Shuk-lin Language Centre
Secretary to Academic Policy Committee
Secretary to Council
Secretary to Management Board

Secretary:
Director of Academic Regulations and Records Office

Membership

01.09.2020 – 31.08.2022
SDSC Prof WANG Junhui
SEE Dr LEE Patrick Kwan Hon
SLW Prof LIN Feng

01.09.2021 – 31.08.2023
SCM Dr LEINO Olli Tapio

01.09.2021 – 31.08.2023
LC Ms FERNANDEZ CALVENTOS Luz Maria

01.01.2022 – 31.12.2022
Mr HO Cheuk Long (BSSU4 PPP)
Mr LAU Tsun Kit (BSSU4 PPP)

01.04.2022 – 31.03.2023
Mr ZHAO Chenghao (PhD MSE)

Prof YUEN Kwok Kit Richard
Prof CHUNG Shu Hung Henry
Dr CHENG Emily K C
Mr YEUNG Patrick
Prof CHAN Chi Hou
Miss CHAU Maggie
Miss CHOW Kit
Ms AU Chui Fung Jackie
Dr WONG Chi Tim
Dr CURTIS Wesley
Ms OOI Chloe Yin Hue
Dr DOWNING Kevin John
Dr LUI Eva

Ms CHEY Merry